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1. BACKGROUND
We will create an AI bot for the arcade game Breakout,

that learns how to beat a level as quickly as possible. We
want to further explore reinforcement learning techniques
outside of the scope of the class. Previous works have al-
ready created AI bots for real time games using reinforce-
ment learning. However, we want to create to create a bot
that not only can win a level of Breakout but that can win
it quickly. This seems like an appropriate challenge to try
reinforcement learning.

Figure 1: Breakout game

2. APPROACH

2.1 Idea
We will construct a live learner that will use its own game

sessions as training data. We will be using a javascript
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breakout game to learn the ways to play. The 3 compo-
nents of the game are bricks, the ball and the player. We
will extract these components directly from the game run-
time. The state of the game will be the number of bricks
remaining in each section of the board and the location and
velocity of the player and the ball. Given the state of these
components, the bot will predict the next move. The bot
will have the following inputs and outputs:
Input:

• Number of bricks left in section of board
• Ball location
• Ball velocity
• Player location
• Player velocity

Output:

• Movement (move left, move right, stay still)

Every epoch, the bot will move based on the current state
and policy. After the ball enters the plane of the paddle, we
will update the policy we used to decide the move. There
are two stages to our project: learning with and without
bricks. First, our bot will learn to hit the ball back, without
the goal of beating a level. Then, starting with this resulting
policy, we will introduce bricks into the game state. In the
first stage, we will reward the bot for hitting the paddle, and
penalize it for losing the game. In the next stage, there is
no longer a reward for hitting the paddle. Instead, we will
give a discounted cumulative reward for hitting bricks. This
will motivate the AI to maximize its reward in the smallest
number of moves.

2.2 Evaluation
Instead of comparing to another breakout bot, we will be

evaluating the evolved bot over time starting at a random
set of weights. Therefore our baseline approach will be the
performance of an initial policy. Our first goal is to create
a learner that will never lose the game, i.e., it always keeps
the ball in play. For our second stage, we want to optimize
the number of moves it takes to complete a level. We will
compare the number of moves to complete a level using an
initial and future policy.

3. WORK PLAN

3.1 Division of Work
We have divided the project into components that we esti-

mate to take roughly equal effort. To maintain accountabil-
ity one person will be designated owner of each component.



We also assign each component an assistant that will work
with the project owner so that each group member gets to
learn from multiple parts of the project.

Angela will implement the core reinforcement learning al-
gorithm itself. She will also be responsible for aggregating
learning data and Max will assist in both of these tasks.
Motoki will work on random level generation and hooking
our learner into an existing implementation of the Breakout
game, with Angela as assistant. Finally, Max will design
and implement a website with which users can interactively
run our learner and watch it play and improve. The website
will also feature our results and describe the project. Motoki
will assist Max on the website.

3.2 Milestones
Milestone Group Member(s) Date

Website Skeleton Max, Motoki November 23
Implement Hand-written Bot Motoki, Angela November 23
Running Pong Learner Angela, Max November 23
Website Demonstrates Learner Max November 30
Running Breakout Learner Angela, Motoki November 30
Collect Evaluation Data Angela December 7
Complete Website Max December 7
Print Poster Motoki December 7
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